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LITTLE THINGS

"For who hath despised the day of
small things?"

--Zechariah 4:10

We are living today in the midst of the cult of the big.
Nothing seems to us to be very good unless it is big. Big business,
big labor unions, big government, and big church organizations,
are all assumed to be better than their small counterparts. It is
this assumption that we wish to examine this morning. It will be
our conclusion that the assumption is a grossly erroneous one.

When I was in high school I became acquainted with the Sherlock
Holmes stories of A. Conan Doyle. I devoured every one of them until
there were no more to devour and then I must have felt as did

Alexander the Great when he wept because there were no more worlds
to conquer. If you are familiar with those stories, and who is not,
you will know how Holmes continually admonished Dr. Watson that
"the little things are most important".

Modern criminology has strongly emphasized Sherlock Holmes'
dictum. How many crimes have been solved because of a fingerprint
or a footprint, or a tire print, or a piece of hair or fabric, or a
few powder burns, or the results of a ballistic's test. All of
these are small things that A. Conan Doyle never heard of.

When life itself is in the balance it is the little things that
count. Fifteen years ago when poliomylitis struck Wisconsin with
terrible fury one of my fine young church members was paralyzed from
the neck down. Two doctors assured me that he could not live. Day
after day I called on him until that glorious morning when for the
first time he could wiggle his big toe. A few years later when I
left that church he was still in a wheelchair but was working full
time and serving as our church treasurer. But in that situation
what a wonderful victory it was to wiggle a toe. Such a very small
thing.

And when life comes nearer and nearer to its closing, how much
more important do the little things become—a letter from one's
child, a visit with a friend, the assurance that one has not been
forgotten. In homes for the aged the biggest events of the day are
often breakfast, lunch, and dinner.








